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Abstract 

A graph structure is a useful tool in solving the combinatorial problems in different areas of 

computer science and computational intelligence systems. In this work, the concepts of bipolar 

fuzzy sets are applied to graph structures. They also have applications in many areas of computer 

science including data mining, image segmentation, clustering, image capturing, networks, etc. 

In this work, some connectivity concepts are introduced in bipolar fuzzy graphs. The concepts of 

gain and loss are proposed for paths and pairs of vertices. Connectivity in complete bipolar fuzzy 

graphs is also discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

The major role of graph theory in computer applications is the development of graph algorithms. 

A number of algorithms are used to solve problems that are modeled in the form of graphs [6]. 

These algorithms are used to solve the graph theoretical concepts, which in turn are used to solve 

the corresponding computer science application problems. Several computer programming 

languages support the graph theory concepts .The main goal of such languages is to enable the 

user to formulate operations on graphs in a compact and natural manner. Some of these 

languages are (1) SPANTREE: to find a spanning tree in the given graph, (2) GTPL: graph 

theoretic language, (3) GASP: graph algorithm software package (4) HINT: an extension of 

LISP. 
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 The fuzzy graph theory as a generalization of Euler’s graph theory was first introduced 

by Rosenfeld in 1975 [1]. The fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets were first considered by 

Rosenfeld [1], who developed the structure of fuzzy graphs obtaining analogues to several graph 

theoretical concepts. Later, Bhattacharya [4] gave some remarks on fuzzy graphs, and some 

operations on fuzzy graphs were introduced by Modeson and Peng [8]. The complement of a 

fuzzy graph was defined by Mordeson and future studied by Sunitha and Kumar [9]. 

 The introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh in 1965 changed the face of science and 

technology to a great extent [10]. Fuzzy sets paved the way for a new philosophical thinking of 

‘Fuzzy Logic’ which now, is an essential concept in artificial intelligence. This logic is also used 

in the production of a large number of electronic and other household items with ‘partial’ 

thinking ability. Fuzzy logic and the theory of fuzzy sets have been applied widely in areas like 

information theory, pattern recognition, clustering, expert systems, database theory, control 

theory, robotics, networks and nanotechnology [7]. 

 Recently, Akram et al. introduced the concepts of bipolar fuzzy graphs, interval - valued 

fuzzy graphs, strong intuitionistic fuzzy graphs [2]. They studied properties of isomorphism and 

complement on interval-valued fuzzy graphs. Likewise, they defined isomorphism and some new 

operations on Antipodal Interval-Valued Fuzzy Graphs, some properties of highly irregular 

interval - valued fuzzy graphs, a study on bipolar fuzzy graphs and investigated several 

properties [3]. They defined isometry on interval-valued fuzzy graphs. Bhutani [7] introduced 

fuzzy tolerance graph, irregular bipolar fuzzy graphs, fuzzy k- competition graphs and P-

competition fuzzy graphs, bipolar fuzzy hypergraphs. Since interval-valued fuzzy set theory is an 

increasingly popular extension of fuzzy set theory where traditional [0, 1]-valued membership 

degrees are replaced by intervals in [0, 1] that approximate the (unknown) membership degrees; 

specific types of interval valued fuzzy graphs have been introduced and investigated. 

 Fuzzy graphs found an increasing number of applications in modeling real time systems 

where the information inherent in the system varies with different levels of precision. Fuzzy 

models are becoming useful because of their capability of reducing the difference between the 

traditional numerical models used in engineering and science and symbolic models used in 

expert systems. In this method, connectivity in bipolar fuzzy graphs is discussed. Bipolar fuzzy 

graphs can be used to model many problems in economics, operations research, etc. involving 
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two similar, but opposite type of qualitative variables like success and failure, gain and loss, etc. 

Hence, the study of connectivity in this structure is of utmost importance. The concepts like gain 

and loss of a pair of vertices, maximum gain and minimum loss paths, bipolar cutvertices, 

bipolar bridges, etc are discussed. 

2. Definitions 

This section contains a quick review of the basic definitions and results in graph theory and 

fuzzy graph theory which is required for this work. First, some basic ideas from undirected 

graphs are recollected. 

Recall that, a graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices   of G 

and E is the set of edges of G. A subgraph of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph H = (W, F), 

where W ⊆ V and F ⊆ E. A simple graph is an undirected graph that has no loops (edges 

starting and ending at the same vertex) and not more than one edge between any two 

different vertices. A simple graph with a single vertex is called trivial graph and one with no 

edges is called an empty graph. 

Two vertices x and y in an undirected graph G are said to be adjacent in G if 

(x, y) is an edge of G. An edge may be also represented as xy or yx. The set of all 

vertices adjacent to a vertex x in G is called the neighbour set of x, denoted by N(x). A 

r0 − rn  path   P   in   G    is   an   alternating   sequence    of   vertices    and    edges    r0, 

e1, r1, e2, ⋯ , en, rn such that riri+1 is an edge for i = 0, 1, 2, ⋯ , n − 1. The number of 

edges in P is called the length of P and P is called a closed path or a cycle if r0 = rn. A 

graph G is called connected if there is a path joining any two vertices in G. A graph G is 

called a tree if it is connected and acyclic. The number of connected components in G is 

denoted by m (G). A vertex r of G is said to be a cutvertex of G if m (G − r) > m (G). 

Similarly, an edge e of G is called a cutedge if m (G − e) > m (G). G is said to be a 

complete graph if all the vertices in G are pairwise adjacent. 

 

Definition 2.1: A  fuzzy  subset  µ on  a  set  X is  a  map  µ: X  →  [0,1]. A map w: X × 

X → [0, 1] is called a fuzzy relation on µ if w(x, y) ≤ min {µ(x), µ(y)} for all  x, y ∈ X. A 

fuzzy relation w is reflexive if r(x, x) = µ(x) for all x ∈ X. w is called symmetric if w(x, y) = 

w(y, x) for all x, y ∈ X. Rosenfeld defined a fuzzy graph as follows. 
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Definition 2.2: A fuzzy graph (f-graph) is a pair G: (o, µ) where o is a fuzzy subset 

on a set V and µ is a fuzzy relation on o. It is assumed that V is finite and nonempty, µ is 

reflexive and symmetric. Thus, if G: (o, µ) is a fuzzy graph, then o: V → [0, 1] and µ: V  

×  V  → [0,1]  is  such  that µ(u, r)  ≤  o(u)  ∧  o(r)  for  all  u, r  ∈  V  where ∧ denotes 

the minimum. 

The underlying graph of a fuzzy graph is denoted by G: (o, µ) by G∗: (o∗, µ∗) 

where o∗ =  {u  ∈  V ∶ o(u)  >  0}  and  µ∗  =  {(u, r) ∈  V  ×  V ∶  µ(u, r)  > 0}.  In 

examples, if o is not specified, it is chosen suitably. Also, G: (o, µ) is called a trivial 

fuzzy graph if G∗: (o∗, µ∗) is trivial. That is, o∗is a singleton set. 

 

Definition 2.3: Let X be a nonempty set. A bipolar fuzzy set B in X is an object 

having the form, B = {(x, µP(x), µN(x)): x ∈ X} or {(x, µ+(x), µ–(x)): x ∈ X} where 

µ+: X → [0, 1] and µ–: X → [−1, 0] are mappings. µ+(x) is said to be satisfaction 

degree of x and µ–(x), non-satisfaction degree. 

 

Definition 2.4: A bipolar fuzzy set B = (µB
+, µB

–) on X × X is called a bipolar 

fuzzy relation on X. B is symmetric if µB
+(x, y) = µB

+(y, x) and µB
–(x, y) = µB

–(y, x) 

for all x, y ∈ X. 

 

Definition 2.5: A bipolar fuzzy graph is defined to be  a  pair  G  =  (A, B) where  A  

= (µÆ
+, µÆ

–)  is a bipolar fuzzy set in a nonempty and finite set V  and B  =  (µB
+, µB

–) is   

a    bipolar    fuzzy   set    on    V2  satisfying    µB
+({x, y})  ≤   min {µÆ

+(x), µÆ
+(y)} and 

µB
–({x, y})  ≥  max {µÆ

–(x), µÆ
–(y)} for  all  {x, y}  ∈ V2.  V2 refers to the set of all 2 

element subsets of V. 

V may be called the underlying set of G = (A, B). A is said to be a bipolar fuzzy 

vertex set of G and B, bipolar fuzzy edge set of G. Then it is denoted as {x, y} by xy. V is 

assumed to be the underlying set of all bipolar fuzzy graphs in this work. 
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Definition 2.6: The underlying crisp graph of a bipolar fuzzy graph G = (A, B), is the 

graph   G = (Vr, Er)   where Vr = {r   ∈   V: µÆ
+ (r) > 0 or µÆ

–(r) < 0}   and Er = {{x, y}: 

µB
+({x, y}) > 0 or µB

–({x, y}) <  0}. 

Vr is called the vertex set and Er is called the edge set. A bipolar fuzzy graph may be also 

denoted as G = (Vr, Er). 
 

Definition 2.7: A bipolar fuzzy graph G = (A, B) is connected if the underlying 

crisp graph G = (Vr, Er) is connected. 

Definition 2.8: A partial bipolar fuzzy subgraph of a bipolar fuzzy graph G = (A, B) is a 

bipolar  fuzzy  graph  H = (Ar, Br)   such  that  µ
Æ

F +  (ri)  ≤  µÆ
+  (ri)   and  µ

Æ
F – (ri)  ≥ 

µÆ
– (ri) for all ri  ∈ V  and µ

B
F +(rirj)  ≤ µB

–( rirj) and µ
B
F –( rirj)  ≥ µB

–( rirj) for 

every ri, rj  ∈ V. 

Definition 2.9: A bipolar fuzzy subgraph of a bipolar fuzzy graph G = (A, B) is a 

bipolar fuzzy graph H = (Ar, Br) such that µÆF +(ri) = µÆ
+(ri) and µÆF –(ri) = µÆ

–

(ri)  for all ri in the vertex set of H and µBF +(rirj) = µB
+ (rirj) and µBF –(rirj) = 

µB
– (rirj)for every rirj in the edge set of H. 

 
Example 2.1: G1 in Figure 1 is a bipolar fuzzy graph. H1 in Figure 2 is a partial 

bipolar fuzzy subgraph and H2 in Figure 3 is a bipolar fuzzy subgraph of G1. 

 

                                  Figure 1: G1 A Bipolar Fuzzy Graph 
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                 Figure 2: H1, a partial Bipolar Fuzzy Subgraph of G1 

                             

                        Figure 3: H2, a bipolar fuzzy subgraph of G1 

 

Notation: The following notations are used to denote the conditions in the Definition 2.5. 

µ2ij
+ = µ2

+ (ri rj) ≤ min {µ1i
+, µ1j

+} 

µ2ij
– = µ2

–(rirj) ≥ max {µ1i
–, µ1j

–} 

Definition 2.10: A path P in a bipolar fuzzy graph G is a sequence of distinct vertices 

r1, r2, ⋯, rn such that either one of the following conditions is satisfied. 

i. µ2ij
+ > 0 and µ2ij

– = 0 for some i and j. 

ii. µ2ij
+ = 0 and µ2ij

– < 0 for some i and j. 

According to the above definition of path, the bipolar fuzzy graph in Figure 4 is not a 

path. So, b – path is defined. 
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(0.1, -0.2) (0.3, -0.4) 

a (0.2, -0.3) b (0.3, -0.5) c (1, -1) 

 Figure 4: A bipolar fuzzy graph which is not a path 

Definition 2.11: Let G = (V′, E′) be a bipolar fuzzy graph. For a u − r  path P ∶ u 

= u1, u2, ⋯ , un = r in G,  we define min {µ2
+(u1u2), µ2

+(u2u3), ⋯ , µ2
+(un–1un)}  

as  the gain of P, denoted by g(P) and max {|µ2
–(u1u2)|, |µ2

–(u2u3)|, ⋯ , |µ2
–(un–

1un)|} as the loss of P, denoted by l(P). 

In Figure 4, gain of the path P: abc = g(P) =  min {0.1,0.3}  =  0.1 and loss of P  

=  l(P)  =  max{0.2,0.4}  =  0.4. 

Definition 2.12: A path P is said to be a gain path if g(P) > l(P) and a loss path, 

otherwise. 

Similarly, gain edges and loss edges can be defined. In Figure 2.4, path P: abc is a 

loss path because l(P)  =  0.4  >  0.1  =  g(P). 

Example 2.2: Consider the following example of a abcd with four vertices. 

 

                  

                                   Figure 5: Gain paths and loss paths 

Definition 2.13: Let u, r be any two vertices in a connected bipolar fuzzy graph. 
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Among all u − r paths in G, a path whose gain is more than or equal to that of any other 

u − r path in G, is said to be a maximum u − r gain path (max (u − r) g − path, in short). 

Similarly a u − r path whose loss is less than or equal to that of any other u − r path in 

G is said to be a minimum u − r loss path (min (u − r) l − path, in short). That is, a path 

P is a max (u − r) g − path if g(P) ≥ g(P′)  and is  a  min (u − r) l −  path  if  l(P)  ≤ l(P′), 

where P′ is any u − r path in G. 

Note that, a max (u − r) g − path need not be a gain path and a min (u − r) l − 

Path need not be a loss path. 

                                      

                                  Table 1:  Gain Paths and Loss Paths 

  Note that, P1 =  abc  is a loss path (a − c  loss path) because l(P)  =  0.5  >  0.1  = 

g(P) and edge cd is a c − d gain path since g(cd) =  0.4  >  0.3  =  l(cd). 

3. Conclusion 

    The concept of a bipolar fuzzy graph introduced can be used as a good model in many 

problems of real life where we deal with two essential but opposite attributes of a system. In 

this work, the authors extended the basic connectivity concepts like strength of 

connectedness into bipolar fuzzy graphs and also introduced bipolar fuzzy cutvertices and 

bipolar fuzzy bridges in bipolar fuzzy graphs. More connectivity theories regarding bipolar 

graphs will be discussed in the forthcoming papers. 
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